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INTRODUCTION TO WORKBOOK 4

This should really be a CONGRATULATIONS, since this workbook is the final step and
you have come so far that nothing will stop you now. The hardest assignments are
behind you and now the exciting tasks of organizing the final details of your business
plan are left.

In the beginning of this four-workbook program, it was stated that businesses vanish
almost as fast as they are created.

As a matter of fact, five years after their formation date, 95% of all proprietorships and
partnerships, and 60% of all incorporated companies no longer exist.

The top three reasons for these failures are:

1) Poor management: Businesses involve more than just producing goods or
services to sell. They involve a variety of other skills that most people do not
learn as an employee.

2) Insufficient capital: Businesses may have enough money to get started
but they need sufficient operating capital to keep going until the break-even
point is reached.

3) No business plan: Businesses need a plan that will guide them through
the use of outlined objectives and strategies.

Workbook 1: Building the Base of Your Business helped you to create a foundation
that is structurally sound. You made some decisions that set the distinct, direction of
your business.

Workbook 2: Vital Information for Planning Your Business helped solidify your
ideas with more decision making regarding the basic needs of a business.

Workbook 3: The Image of Your Business helped you nail down how you would gain
a prospect’s attention and make a sale. This workbook really helped you create a strong
understanding of the new business and what it takes to be successful.

In this final workbook, Workbook 4: Get your Business Off the Ground (and Keep it
There) we will help you understand some of the areas that when not handled properly,
can become the main reason for business failure. We will also be organizing the
previous workbook assignments with a few more important points, to create an effective
business plan. Some of these sections are shorter than the previous workbooks since
we are referring to and tying some of your previous assignments to these sections. We
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also have a short section on hiring good employees. Finally the last chapter helps you
create a business plan from all your previous assignments.

There may be a temptation to rush through this last bit to get your business off the
ground. Do not skip any part of this workbook. Work hard, work fast, and work long
hours to quickly get this workbook done, but do not skip any part of this last
workbook. This workbook is intended for every person starting a business, has already
been in business, or is currently in business.

Review the commitment you made in Workbook 1: Building The Base Of Your
Business, Worksheet: WB1-2C. Make this fresh in your mind and really feel the
excitement of having completed this program to the best of your ability!

Remember, each step will take you a little bit closer to turning the vision of
entrepreneurship into reality. Do each of these steps; make each of the decisions and
you will give life to your dream.

NOTES
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1 MANAGEMENT

Management is a skill that can be learned and improved upon through experience. You
must be able to adapt to the changes that will affect your business, and then use your
business understanding along with new information to guide your actions.

The challenge for many business people is that a large part of management is
intangible. Management includes looking at yesterday, while seeing today, and
envisioning tomorrow. All three are equally important. If you have difficulty seeing the
future then ask yourself, “Do I have clear goals?” If you don’t, then you are lacking
direction, which will likely lead you to failure.

The assignments thus far have led you to look at the “yesterday” of your potential or
existing business and to see some of your situation today. Now we must look at the
remainder of your management skills, your current business situation, and your
projections for the future.

This management section focuses on Six Management Functions:

A. Management Skill And Personality

B. Working With People

C. The Management Team

D. How To Find Good Employees

E. Managing Your Time

F. Negotiating Skills

G. Projections
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A. Management Skill And Personality

Management skills can be learned and improved just like any other muscle in your
body. But first you must give yourself an honest personal assessment of your current
capabilities.

Worksheet: WB4-1A

In Workbook One: Building the Base of your Business we did an assessment
assignment. Now for this assignment we will do it again without looking back to our
previous answers.

Rate your own level of ability regarding these characteristics based on how you feel
right now. Use a scale from 1 to 10 (1=lowest rating; 10=highest).

RATE YOUR SKILLS
SKILL RATING

1) Desire                                            ________

2) Creative Thought                 ________

3) Communication / Selling               ________

4) Industry Knowledge                    ________

5) Advertising / Marketing                 ________

6) Financial Skills                               ________

7) Self Motivation                               ________

8) Open Mind to Others’ Ideas           ________

Now, compare these answers to the first time you did the assignment in Workbook 1:
Building The Base Of Your Business, Worksheet WB1-2D. Have you reached the
level you desired?
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When you have finally pulled it all
together and completed your business
plan, you will have even more
confidence and excitement.

One fact that many people have a challenge understanding is: “You will never achieve
perfection in any one area.” You will become very good or even excellent in some
areas, but you will always be able to learn from even the most unassuming person. If
this is not your current attitude, then I strongly suggest that you make it your new
attitude.

Do you want to be successful? Obviously if you are reading this far into the program,
you do! Then make sure that you are not one of those people who walk around with a
chip on your shoulder, thinking you are better than others and that you have nothing to
learn from anyone. Your co-workers will not like you and you will not create a true desire
in people to help your company quest. You may not even notice that people are not
responding well to you because often their responses are not made obvious. This is a
serious problem! We are past the dark ages of becoming successful through scare
tactics. Tactics such as making people fear losing their job or fear facing physical harm
are no longer acceptable. You must discover whether you have this personality type.
Ask a few people for their opinion of you to make sure you do not unknowingly emit this
characteristic. At any rate, recognize this negative personality type and direct your own
behavior in the complete opposite direction.
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I. Your Brain - EXERCISE THOSE MUSCLES

Lifelong learning is a necessity in business. Technology keeps people on their toes.
Changes occur faster than people could have dreamed they would thirty years ago. You
must keep current with the changes in your industry.

Most people understand the importance of the last statement. However, two areas that
are even more important to stay on top of, yet they often go by unnoticed, is the need to
work your muscles of attitude and communication skills.

Do you know anyone personally or have you ever met anyone that is highly intelligent,
(even considered a genius)? They know what needs to be done in most situations but
they never seem to do it!  Some people seem to have all that is needed to make
something happen but they are unable to produce results. Now answer this question:
“What is the benefit of knowing it all, if you do not use it?”

Management success, as well as life success, comes down to two key issues:

1) Attitude 2) Communication

You need an open, positive attitude with the ability to communicate clearly. Without
these, life is going to be frustrating!
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Worksheet: WB4-1B

1) Describe what you think your attitude is like. Support your answers with examples.
Are there any adjustments you should make to your attitude?

2) How do your communication skills rate on a scale of 1 – 10 (10 being high)? Explain
your rating of both your verbal and written communication skills. Give examples.
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The fact is, if you are a serious employer you will look for one thing first. If your
employees do not have this, then it does not matter about the other credentials. That
first thing is—ATTITUDE! With the right attitude, anything is possible. If an employee
with a good attitude is interested, they will learn quicker, do more, and have better
results than the person who is more qualified, highly educated, but sporting a bad or
sour attitude.

This is the same for managers and the self-employed. If you do not have a good
attitude, you will be climbing a much steeper mountain.

The good news is that attitudes can be changed instantly
with just a little bit of willingness and knowledge.

It is strongly suggested that you read books or listen to tape programs that will help
open your mind to new ideas.

Example:
One individual that I know took the Dale Carnegie Program when he was
nineteen years old. It is an excellent course for attitude and people skills. At that
time he was working in the tire business and had started a family of his own. At
least partly because of the Dale Carnegie Program he became the youngest
store manager and the youngest zone manager that Goodyear ever had. He
still holds the record!

He read self-improvement books and listened to tape programs to develop his
knowledge and abilities. He was eventually hired by KAL TIRE to manage one
of their stores. His store had such success that he was given an area of stores
to work with. All his stores soon became the strongest in the company. Within a
short time he became a part owner and Vice President of KAL TIRE. As the
company grew, the number of stores went from 20 to 100+ company owned
stores.

At age 54 he retired from that business and started doing other fun things in life.
His KAL TIRE legacy includes the operation manuals for all their stores and the
annual spring meeting that brings the new company employees together to help
them understand their opportunities within KAL TIRE. There are many other
legacies he left in KAL TIRE but the point of this is that his attitude is what made
the difference. Meanwhile, there are people that started working at KAL TIRE
before him who still work at the same job.

Never get discouraged.

Your ATTITUDE CAN BE CHANGED INSTANTLY—it is a matter of CHOICE!
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Once it is determined that the person has the right attitude, the second thing a serious
employer looks for is the ability to communicate with people. Again, the ability to
communicate is essential for managers and the self-employed. Good communication
skills include two important components:

1) The ability to listen and understand what is being said, (active listening
is usually the toughest for most people:) and;

2) The ability to use precise words when talking or writing so you are
clearly understood.

It is well known that miscommunication happens all the time.

There was a game we played as kids
where we all sat on the floor in a circle.
The teacher said a short sentence into
the first child’s ear. The message went
around the circle. By the time it came
back, it had usually changed into
something with a completely different
meaning.

As a communicator, you need to make sure that people you communicate with
understand what you are saying and that you understand them. If you do not fully
understand, then ask questions. If they do not fully understand, you are responsible for
noticing. Therefore, ask people to communicate back to you, their understanding of
what you said.

Society often takes communication for granted because most of us can at least muddle
our way through most situations using the communication skills we have.

However, in business we do not want to muddle our way through. Our ability to
communicate is the most important determinant of whether we succeed or fail.
Therefore, it is important to find a program available in your area that is hands on and
lifelong learning in nature. Toastmasters International is one of the best organizations in
the world. This program has helped people in many countries gain excellent
communication skills, as well as powerful self-confidence. It is a program for lifelong
learning, which every single person needs whether they think so or not. Best of all, it is
very inexpensive.


